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ABSTRACT

Heterogeneous blends of [3,3'-13C2]polycarbonate and [ul-ring12C

6 ]polystyrene

were formed by serial film casting. The polystyrene

phase of each blend was homogeneously doped with 2% by weight of a
bisdiphenylenephenylallyl

free-radical

complex with benzene. Proton

polarization enhanced by dynamic nuclear polarization was generated in
the polycarbonate phase by dipolar coupling to electrons in the
polystyrene phase under 39-GHz microwave irradiation at the difference
of the electron and proton Larmor frequencies. Proton magnetization was
then transferred to carbons under matched, spin-lock conditions for
detection with chemical-shift selectivity by magic-angle spinning 13C NMR.
The 13C signal from polycarbonate arises exclusively from chains which are
at the polycarbonate/polystyrene

interface. Signals from bulk

polycarbonate were suppressed by differencing techniques. Attempts at
direct polarization transfers from electrons in the polystyrene phase to
carbons in the polycarbonate phase failed.

2

INTRODUCTION

Blends of Immiscible Polymers: Many new commercial engineering
materials are blends of incompatible polymers. These blends often have a
mix of the performance characteristics of each of the components.
Applications of heterogeneous polymer blends range from strong,
lightweight automobile parts to dental glues [1]. The mechanical properties
of the blends depend upon the mixing of the components. Existing theories
of blending of immiscible polymers are not detailed, but envision the
formation of homopolymer microdomains with dimensions between 10 and
100

A [2]. We believe that progress in gaining an understanding of the

mechanical properties of such heterogeneous

blends depends upon

experimental characterization of the interfacial regions.
Here we make the distinction between the "interface" and
"interphase" of polymer blends. The interface between two immiscible
polymers is defined as a sharp boundary with no intermixing of chains.
Despite this separation, chain packing and dynamics in the regions on
either side of this interfacial boundary may differ from those of the bulk
homopoiymers. The interphase is "a region of interdiffusion" [3] of two
immiscible polymers that arises from kinetic trapping and intermingling of
chains during coprecipitation or heating above Tg's. The blend-sample
preparation technique used in this work involves interfacial regions only.

Analyzing the Interfacial Region: Characterization of the interfaces and
interphases of immiscible polymer blends in the past has involved
techniques such as thermal analysis [4], transmission electron microscopy
[51, small angle x-ray [6] or neutron [7] scattering, and non-radiative
3

transfer of fluorescent labels [8]. Thermal analysis can be useful for some
pairs of immiscible polymers but does not provide microscopic insight into
the structure of the interface. Imaging of the blend domains is made
impractical by domain sizes less than 50 A. Data reduction for scattering
experiments of polymer blends generally involves assumptions about the
randomness and homogeneity of the interface (or interphase), thereby
making the entire analysis model dependent [9]. Bulky fluorescent labels
may perturb their local environment altering the 10-A short-range
interactions over which they are generally used. None of these techniques
is ideally suited, therefore, to the microscopic characterization of
immiscible polymer-polymer interfaces and interphases which may vary
in thickness from just a few A to as much as 100 A.
Cross-polarization, magic-angle spinning (CPMAS)

13 C

nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) has also been used to examine heterogeneous
polymers [101. For example, cross-polarization transfer from protons on
chains in one phase to carbons of deuterated chains in another phase, has
been used to establish the uniformity of the interphase in polystyrenepolybutadiene blends [11]. However, a heterogeneous cross-polarization
transfer is a short-range probe of structure, and provides information
about interchain distances no greater than 5 A. This is the distance over
which most heteronuclear spins are effectively coupled.
For proton-rich polymers, homonuclear proton spin exchange occurs
readily and gives rise to the phenomenological description of protonproton spin exchange as "spin diffusion" [12]. Spin diffusion (more
accurately, polarization diffusion) is facile within a homogeneous phase
and, in partially crystalline polymers, has been used to measure the

4

dimensions of domains of the order of 100 A, [13-18] a distance much
larger than that over which pairs of protons are strongly dipolar coupled.
Spin diffusion also crosses phase boundaries. McBrierty et al have
explained the relaxation properties of the crystalline regions of a
vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene copolymer in terms of homonuclear
spin diffusion from the amorphous regions into the crystalline regions
[19,20]. In this situation, the rate of spin diffusion across a phase boundary
and into the interfacial region depends on the geometry of the interface.
Havens and VanderHart [21] have used the flux of polarization from one
phase to another in partially crystalline poly(ethylene terephthalate) to
determine crystallite surface areas and the effect of annealir:g on the
crystallite surface to volume ratio. In both of these examples, successful
detection of spin diffusion from one phase, across a phase boundary, and
into the second phase, required either significant differences in the NMR
relaxation properties of the two phases, or chemical-shift differences
which permit inducing differences by special pulse sequences [22,23].
These differences allowed the polarization to be first "labeled" and then
traced from one phase to the other [23,24].

Polymer Interfaces and Dynamic Nuclear Polarization: In this and the
following three papers, we show that the characterization of the interfacial
regions of immiscible polymer blends and composites of a variety of
polymers, even non-crystalline polymers with quite similar

1H

chemical

shift and relaxation properties, is possible using dynamic nuclear
polarization (DNP) [25-291 with CPMAS

13 C

NMR detection [30-32] of

enhanced proton polarization. Stable free radicals are incorporated in just
one of the components of a blend of two immiscible polymers. Proton
5,

magnetization enhanced by dynamic nuclear polarization is generated in
the undoped polymer phase by dipolar coupling to electrons in the doped
polymer phase under microwave irradiation at the difference of the
electron and proton Larmor frequencies. The larger magnetic moment of
protons compared to that of carbons makes possible transfers from
electrons to protons over greater distances than transfers from electrons to
carbons. The enhanced proton polarization is then transferred to carbons
under matched spin-lock Hartmann-Hahn [33] cross-polarization conditions
[34] for detection with chemical-shift selectivity by magic-angle spinning
[35,36] 13C NMR with high-field proton decoupling [37]. Any carbon
magnetization arising from chains in the undoped phase, which can be
traced back to the pumping of the free radical, is necessarily an interface
signal. The chains responsible for this signal will be between 10 and 100

A

from the free-radical source of magnetization regardless of whether the
mechanism of polarization transfer across the interface was by H-H stin
diffusion or by direct, long-range dipolar coupling of electrons to protons.
This specificity can therefore be used to examine the structure and
dynamics of polymer-blend interfaces directly and unambiguously.
The blends we have examined are immiscible mixtures of
polycarbonate (PC) and polystyrene (PS) [38]. The PC/PS blend has the
useful property of optical clarity because of an accidental matching of the
refractive indices of the two homopolymers. If poly(styrene-acrylonitrile)
copolymer replaces polystyrene, the resulting blend with polycarbonate is
similar to commercial materials. Because the blend samples used in this
work have interfaces rather than interphases, they should be considered
as models for the commercial materials.

6

Selection of Parameters for Dynamic Nuclear Polarization: DNP-enhanced
NMR has been used recently in studies of interfaces of semiconductor
sandwiches [39]. These experiments are typically performed at low
magnetic field and low temperature, on oriented crystals, having short
electron and long nuclear spin-lattice relaxation times, and regular welldefined interfaces. Our samples are disordered glasses, having long
electron and relatively short nuclear spin-lattice relaxation times, and
highly irregular interfaces. These conditions dictate that we observe
carbons rather than protons for chemical shift resolution, and so we
perform the DNP experiment at high static magnetic field for efficient

13C

NMR detection. The high-field constraint makes impractical spin-locked
electron-nuclear transfers [40-42]. Finally, because we are interested in
the microscopic and macroscopic dynamic properties of the polymers as
they are most commonly used, we perform our experiments near room
temperature.
The polystyrene phase of our PC/PS blends are doped by
bisdiphenylenephenylallyl free radical complex with benzene (BDPA). This
free radical forms a homogeneous solid solution with both PC and PS [43].
The electrons are fixed in space (no molecular motion and no spin
exchange) and have long electron spin-lattice relaxation times. Microwave
irradiation under these conditions results in an enhanced proton
polarization by the so-called "solid" effect [25,26] with no Overhauser
enhancement [31]. Under favourable conditions, solid-effect DNP can
enhance proton polarization by two orders of magnitude [291.
The results of our electron-proton-carbon DNP experiments on
polymers and polymer blends are described in three papers (1-Ill). The
first validates the observation of an interface signal: the second establishes
7

the mechanism of polarization transfer for this signal from the free-radical
doped phase to the interface of the undoped phase; and the third paper
describes the use of the signal to measure the molecular dynamics of
chains in the interface. A fourth paper in this series (IV) describes our
attempts to transfer polarization from electrons directly to carbons in
polymers.

DYNAMIC NUCLEAR POLARIZATION BY THE SOLID EFFECT

Following Goldman [27], we consider an isolated electron (S) and
nucleus (I), both spin one-half. The energy level diagram (Figure 1)
connects transitions that are allowed (Am = ±1) and forbidden (Am = 0,+2)
in zeroth order. The pure spin-state character of all four levels is lost by
the introduction of a pseudo-secular coupling, HP, resulting in a
Hamiltonian given by:

H = Ho + HP

(1)

Ho = z +cosSz

(2)

Hp = CSI+ + C*SZI

(3)

where Ho is the Zeeman Hamiltonian, o and ws are Larmor frequencies. Iz
and SZ are z-component angular-momentum spin operators for the nuclear
and electron spins, respectively, C is the coupling parameter and the
asterisk denotes complex conjugate. The nuclear-spin angular-momentum
raising and lowering operators. 1, and I_ mix spin states. The extent of the
mixing depends on the coupling parameter, C, where
S

c = _tD(3cos20 - l)
and

(4)

D= 717Sh
2

xtr3

In the above equation, y' and ys are the I and S gyromagnetic ratios, h is
Planck's constant, D is the dipolar coupling of the I and S spins, and r is the
amplitude of the I-S internuclear vector which makes an angle, 0, with the
applied static magnetic field.
Using first-order perturbation theory, we can write first-order
corrections to the xk
(1)

V."E

(0)

,

zeroth-order wavefunctions for the spin states,

Vkn

n

kn

(6)

- E
k

where Vkn is the k,n matrix element of Hp. Using ket notation, the four spin
states of Figure 2 are, to first order,

a> = k-+> + q* i+->

b1> = 1+-> - q 1++>

(7)

c> =1-+> - q* 1-->

>= 1--> + q -+>

Thus, the energy of each of the mixed-spin states is shifted up or down by
q (Figure 2), where
Vkn

q

=E-

E ko9

(8)
9

C

-(9)

q

Because C measures dipolar coupling of a nucleus to an electron, q can be a
making transitions between all four states allowed.

sizable fraction of o

The average transition probability between levels, Wkn, is given by
the Fourier component of the autocorrelation of coupling to the applied
radio or microwave-frequency field evaluated at the transition frequency.
If W. measures the probability of transitions between

la> and Ic> and

between Ib> and Id>, then W = Woqq* measures the probability of
transitions between

la> and Id> and between Ib> and Ic>, transitions that

were forbidden in zeroth order.
Using the average transition probability, we can write the coupled
differential equations that describe the changes in electron and nuclear
populations (and so polarizations) as a result of microwave irradiation at
the difference of the electron and nuclear Larmor frequencies,

dPj
dt

S

0
-NsW(PPs) - 1-TPI-PI)

(10)

s,

dPj
1113s-ps)(
=
S
I
-Ts
)
NIW(Ps-P 1
dt

where N, and Ns are the concentrations, P1 and PS the polarizations, T, and
Ts the spin-lattice relaxation times, and PO and Ps the equilibrium
polarizations, of the nuclear and electron spins, respectively.
In steady state,

10

U1 dIs
dP
dP 5 .
dt = dt =

0

(12)

and
PI(1 + NiWTs) + P(WTi

1 + NsWTI+ NIWTs

(13)

where Ps >>P • A similar analysis is possible for irradiation at the sum of
electron and nuclear Larmor frequencies, in which case the Ps term in the
numerator of Equation (13)

is negative. Thus, an enhanced nuclear

polarization, PI, of either sign, can be generated by microwave pumping of
forbidden transitions if the multipliers of Ps in Equation (13)

are sizeable.

Dynamic nuclear polarization by the solid effect is illustrated in
Figure 3. A single electron (big arrow) is dipolar coupled to many isolated
nuclei (small arrows). The electron spin-lattice relaxation time Ts is much
shorter than the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time T1 . Thus, after a time
of the order of T, under microwave pumping, each electron is able to
polarize many nuclei. Irradiation at the sum of the electron and nuclear
Larmor frequencies induces

"forbidden" double-quantum

transitions

leading to a negative DNP enhancement. Irradiation at the difference of the
electron and nuclear Larmor frequencies produces a positive DNP
enhancement by inducing "forbidden" zero-quantum, flip-flop, transitions.
All of our DNP experiments were performed exclusively at the difference
of the electron and proton Larmor frequencies.
The attempt to make the multipliers of PS large usually involves
experimental compromises. High concentration of free radicals, strong
electron-nuclear dipolar coupling, and intense microwave fields can lead to
11

large DNP enhancements, but at the price of NMR line broadening and
sample heating which may not be acceptable. Reduction of the DNP
enhancement (leakage) by multiple nuclear spin-lattice relaxation
pathways (short TI's) is always a factor. The theoretical maximum solideffect enhancement for dipolar coupling between protons and electrons is
660. Experimental enhancements one or two orders of magnitude smaller
are common.

EXPERIMENTS

The DNP Spectrometer: The DNP CPMAS 13C NMR spectrometer operated at
39 GHz for electrons, 60 MHz for protons, and 15.1 MHz for carbons. The
spectrometer was built around a horizontal six-inch bore Oxford superconducting solenoid. The probe has all microwave components connected
through one end of the magnet, and all radio-frequency (rf) components
connected through the other. The microwave irradiation is down the axis of
a cylindrical rf coil (Figure 4). The coil and a pneumatically operated
reflector make up the microwave cavity. The magic-angle rotors have a
hollowed T-shape configuration which allows placement of the waveguide
within one mm of the spinning sample. The T-shape portion of the rotor is
made of polyimide and the barrel that houses the sample is made of Kel-F
and is rated for spinning speeds of up to 2 kHz. With this arrangement,
there is no compromise in the inherent sensitivity of the 13C rf channel.
The CPMAS 13C NMR spectra obtained with this spectrometer and another
CPMAS spectrometer operating at about the same frequency were the
same. Therefore, the microwave portion of the spectrometer does not, in
12

any way, degrade or otherwise alter the quality of the 13C NMR spectra
obtained.
All rf tuning components were external to the magnet [44]. ENI
power amplifiers were used for both 1H and 13C channels. Two pulse
programmer and data systems have been used, the first part of a Nicolet
1280 computer, interfaced to the spectrometer by a Hewlett-Packard
terminal, and the second, a Tecmag pulse programmer controlled by a
Macintosh II microcomputer.
A high-voltage power supply from Universal Voltronics Corporation
generated 3.17 kV and 80 ma to activate a Varian klystron that provided
about 10 watts of microwave power at a frequency of 39 GHz. The
frequency of the klystron was fixed and was measured by an EIP model
578 microwave source-locking counter. The static magnetic field was
adjusted by an external Helmholtz coil and a dc power supply to match a
resonance condition at the difference of the electron and proton Larmor
frequencies.

Pulse Sequence: The DNP CPMAS 13C NMR pulse sequence is shown in
Figure 5. This is an alternate-block, add-subtract, equal-heat pulse
sequence. This sequence was used to accumulate CPMAS 13C signals whose
origin can be traced back to microwave pumping of the unpaired electrons
in the free-radical doped samples. In the first half of this experiment,
samples are irradiated at the difference of the electron and proton Larmor
frequencies for a period varying from 0.2 to 2.0 seconds. The microwave
irradiation is followed by a standard CPMAS 13C NMR pulse sequence. In
the second half of the experiment, the CPMAS sequence is repeated with
the microwave pumping delayed until after signal acquisition is completed.
13

Microwave pumping occurs during t1 , cross-polarization during t 2 , and 13 C
signal acquisition with proton dipolar decoupling during t 3 . The T 1 (H)
effects are equalized in the two halves of the experiment by inserting a
delay equal to tj at the end of the first half. For samples with T 1 much
shorter than the recycle delay, the t1 delay for equalizing the T 1 effects of
the two halves could be eliminated. The lower bound for t 1 is determined
by TI(H), the rise time of the microwave field to full strength, and the time
required to generate a DNP enhancement; the upper bound for t 1 is
determined by microwave heating effects.

Thick Films of Homopolymers Doped with BDPA: The free radical used in
all of the DNP experiments was a stable organic free radical called BDPA
(1,3-bisdiphenylene-2-phenylallyl

free-radical

complex

with

benzene),

purchased from Aldrich Chemical Company. The structure of BDPA is
shown in Figure 6. Homopolymer samples of PC and PS with BDPA free
radical as a dopant were prepared by dissolving a certain weight percent
of BDPA and the homopolymer in chloroform. The resulting mixtures were
stirred for uniform distribution of the free radicals. BDPA formed dilute
solid, homogeneous solutions with PC and PS [43] as doped 1-mm thick
films cast on glass plates from chloroform. Homopolymers homogeneously
doped with BDPA were given the designations PC(*) and PS(*), the asterisk
indicating the presence of BDPA in PC and PS, respectively.
At room temperature, the radical centers are fixed in space (no
motion) and the unpaired electrons do not interact with each other
resulting in Tie's of the order of a msec [451. In this situation, sizeable DNP
enhancements

are achieved (Figure 7) even with modest microwave power

by the solid effect, described in the previous section.
14

Thin-Film Blends of C-13 Enriched PC and C-13 Depleted or Perdeuterated
PS with BDPA: Homopolymer solutions were prepared by dissolving 174
mg PC( 1 3C) in chloroform at 25 *C, and 180 mg PS(12C) or PS( 2D) with 4 mg
BDPA in cyclohexane at 38 'C. The solutions were 1% by weight polymer in
their respective solvents. The concentration of BDPA in each of the PS
solutions was 2% by weight. A microscope glass slide was dipped into the
PC-chloroform solution for about five seconds, and the solvent allowed to
evaporate in air for about an hour leaving a thin film of PC. Then the same
glass slide that already had a PC film was dipped into the cyclohexane
solution of PS and BDPA. Cyclohexane is not a solvent for PC, so the PC film
that was on the glass slide was not obviously affected by the second
dipping. Thus a thin film of PS with BDPA was layered on top of the PC film
(Figure 8). This serial film casting was repeated with about 100 microscope
glass slides to obtain enough sample for NMR experiments. The sandwich
films were dried in a vacuum oven at 50 °C for about 20 hours. The central,
uniform portions of the sandwich films were then scraped from the slides
using a razor blade. About 1.6 mg of blend sample was recovered from
each glass slide. From the weight recovered from the slides, the area of the
glass slide, and the density of the polymers, the thickness of the sandwich
films was estimated to be 0.6 g (microns). A total of 133 mg and 138 mg of
two blend samples, denoted by PC(l 3 C)/PS( 1 2C/*) and PC(1 3 C)/pS( 2 D/*),
respectively, were pressed at 500 psi at room temperature to make pellets
for the magic-angle rotor. As with the homopolymer-BDPA samples, the
asterisk within parentheses indicates the presence of homogeneously
dispersed BDPA in either the

13 C-depleted

15

or perdeuterated PS phase; the

slash outside of the parentheses indicates some sort of interface between
the PC and PS polymers.

C-13 enriched PC and BDPA: A serial film casting was made first from a
PC-chloroform solution and then, after drying the glass slides in air for
about an hour, from a BDPA-cyclohexane solution at 38 'C. In this case the
BDPA for the most part appeared to have crystallized on top of the PC film.
The films were scraped from the glass slides using a razor blade. A 76-mg
sample was recovered for NMR experiments, and given the designation
pC(13C)/*. Here the slash is an indication of the fact that the BDPA was not
homogeneously distributed throughout the PC phase.
All of these samples were stored at room temperature and 40%
relative humidity. Once the samples were pressed into pellets they
remained in that form throughout the duration of this work. They were
stable and could be used again and again with reproducible results under
normal experimental

conditions.

RESULTS

DNP of Homopolymers: After 1.0-second microwave irradiation, and a
transfer of polarization from protons to carbons by a 2.0-ms crosspolarization contact at 50 kHz, the DNP enhanced CPMAS

13C

NMR

spectrum of PS(*) is a factor of 20 more intense than that of a conventional
CPMAS spectrum (Figure 9). Higher enhancements were achieved with 4%
free radical doping but the resultant

13C

not shown).
16

lineshapes were broadened (data

The standard CPMAS 13C NMR spectra of the labeled polymers are
shown in Figure 10. The PC sample was labeled at ring positions 3 and 3'
with 99 atom % 13C; all the other carbon atoms were at the naturalabundance

13C level. The PS sample was 13C depleted in all phenyl-ring

carbon atoms which were at least 99.97 atom % 12C enriched. The aliphatic
carbons were at the natural-abundance

13C level. The protonated,

aromatic-carbon resonance of the labeled PC sample is at 8c 120 (Figure
10, bottom) and the residual ring-1 3 C resonance of the depleted PS is at

6c

125 (Figure 10, top). The labeled, protonated, aromatic-carbon peak of PC
is distinct from the residual aromatic-carbon PS peak.

Interface-PC Signal Detection: Normal CPMAS 13C NMR signals in bulk PC
homopolymers are cancelled exactly (Figure 11) by the alternate-block,
add-subtract, equal-heat pulse sequence of Figure 5, using microwave
irradiation for 1.0 second, matched H-C cross-polarization at 50 kHz for 1
ms, and 13C signal acquisition for 25 ms with H-C dipolar-decoupling fields
at 80 kHz. A DNP enhancement is observed, however, for both PC and PS
components of a thin-film blend of PC( 13C) and BDPA-doped PS(12C), the
blend sample designated as PC( 1 3C)/PS(l 2C/*). In the DNP-enhanced
spectrum (Figure 12, bottom), the aliphatic-carbon peak of PS at 5 C 45 is
clearly enhanced relative to that of the standard CPMAS 13C NMR spectrum
(Figure 12, middle). The peaks at 5 C 0 and 245 are spinning sidebands.
Although not immediately obvious, the protonated aromatic-carbon peak
of labeled PC is also enhanced. The difference spectrum shown at the top of
the figure (bottom minus middle) shows a contribution from PC at 5C 120.
This signal has about one-fifth of the intensity of the 13C naturalabundance aliphatic-carbon signal of bulk PS (8c 45), and is 4% of the
17

intensity of the bulk protonated aromatic-carbon signal in an ordinary
CPMAS 13C NMR experiment on the same sample. A minor contribution to
the DNP difference spectrum is also observed from the residual 13C atoms
of the

13 C-depleted

PS aromatic-carbons of the phenyl ring; this is the

shoulder at 8c 125 in Figure 12 (top). No difference signal is observed for
PC(13C)/* (Figure 13).
The alternate-block, DNP difference experiment was performed at
both high and low microwave power. Lower microwave power (about 50%
of maximum) avoids 13C line broadening (Figure 14, bottom) but -educes
the PS aliphatic-carbon enhancement to about half the maximum value.
The origin of broadened DNP-difference peaks at higher microwave power
will be discussed in III and IV.

DISCUSSION

Interface NMR Signals. Strictly speaking, the observation of the PC signal
by the DNP-difference experiment on the thin-film blend (5c 120, Figure
12, top) is not necessarily a detection of chains at the interface of the
PC/PS blend. A free-radical leakage from the BDPA-doped PS phase to the
PC phase would give similar results. However, the absence of an enhanced
signal for PC(13C)/* demonstrates that there is no free-radical penetration
of the thin PC film in PC(13C)/*. This implies the absence of BDPA in the PC
phase of the thin-film blend PC(13C)/PS(12C/*). We conclude that the PC
signal in the DNP-difference experiment is indeed from PC chains at the
interface. For pC( 13 C)/* there was no penetration of the PC film by the free
radicals and hence no contact of PC chains with BDPA on a molecular level.
18

On drying, BDPA simply formed crystals on the film surface. Physically
mixing BDPA and polymer powders also never resulted in a DNP difference
signal. For DNP enhancements, the free radicals must be molecularly
dispersed in the polymer chains.

Thin-Film Blends: The serial film casting on microscope glass slides used to
make the thin-film blends of

13 C-enriched

PC and BDPA-doped 13C-

depleted PS guarantees exclusion of the free radicals from one component
of the blend. The method is general, assuming the appropriate solvent and
nonsolvent pair can be found for the two polymer components of the
immiscible blend. In addition, the extent of microscopic contact between
the two phases is known, at least semiquantitatively, from the weight of
the blend, the densities of the two components, and the surface area of the
glass-slide. However, the films are not particularly uniform (±10%) and not
much film is produced per microscope slide. Casting multilayer sandwiches
on microscope slides to produce more material (and also to increase the
interfacial volume fraction) makes even less uniform films. It is possible to
generate more uniform thin-film polymer blends by serial spin coating an
optically flat silicon wafer, but this approach is not practical with
expensive, labeled polymers because of the difficulty of recovery of
material spun off the rotating wafer disk. The problem of limited contact
between polymer components can be solved by covalently attaching a
stable free radical to one of the polymers. (As discussed earlier, the ESR
properties of the free radical are crucial to a successful DNP experiment; in
particular, large hyperfine splittings must be avoided.) Then blends with
high interphase volume fractions can be formed by coprecipitation or by
film casting from a common solvent.
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Electron-Nuclear Polarization Transfer: We have been unable to detect a
direct DNP transfer from electrons in PS to carbons in PC in thin-film
blends (data not shown). This can be explained by a combination of
distance effects and lower sensitivity. The electron-carbon coupling is not
as strong as the electron-proton coupling due to the lower gyromagnetic
ratio for carbons. A direct DNP transfer from electrons to PC carbons is
therefore limited to carbons closer to the interfacial boundary than for the
corresponding PC protons. Carbons with strong enough dipolar coupling to
electrons to be enhanced by DNP will have resonances shifted in frequency
thereby resulting in line broadening. In addition, mobile carbons in PC that
are close to electrons will have a short TI(C) making polarization build up
difficult. Nevertheless,

direct electron-to-carbon

polarization transfers

have been observed for PC(*) and PC(13C/*), where the mixing of the free
radica!s and the polymer w,1s done homogeneously. These experiments will
be dcscribed in IV.
The PC interface signal of Figure 12 was obtained by a double
polarization transfer: electrons to protons to carbons. The double-transfer
approach is essential in generating an interfacial PC signal in these thinfilm polymer blends. We discuss in the following paper whether this
transfer is from electrons to PS protons or from electrons to PC protons,
over what distances the transfers were made, and the extent of spin
diffusion of the enhanced polarization among the protons prior to the
transfer to carbons.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Energy-level diagram of uncoupled electron (S) and nuclear (I)
spins in a strong external magnetic field. The solid lines indicate the ESR
(COs)

and NMR (col) transitions corresponding to Am = +1; these are allowed

transitions. The dashed lines indicate the zeroth-order "forbidden"
transitions corresponding to Am = 0, ±2. The four energy levels are labeled
by M s , MI.

Figure 2. Energy-level diagram of an electron and nuclear spin pair with
dipolar coupling. The spin states are identified in Equation (7) of the text.

Figure 3. A single electron (big arrow) is dipolar coupled to many isolated
nuclei (small arrows). Irradiation at the sum of the electron (S) and nuclear
(I) Larmor frequencies induces "forbidden" double-quantum

transitions

leading to a negative DNP enhancement. The electron spin-lattice
relaxation time (Ts) is short while the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation times
(TI) are long. Thus, a single electron can polarize many nuclei under
microwave pumping. Irradiation at the difference of the electron and
nuclear Larmor frequencies produces a positive DNP enhancement by
inducing "forbidden"

zero-quantum,

flip-flop transitions.

Figure 4. Rotor, stator, radio-frequency (rf) coil, and waveguide
configuration of the DNP CPMAS 13C NMR spectrometer. Remote rf tuning
elements are connected to the coil by a transmission line (not shown in the
figure). The movable plunger (reflector) is pneumatically operated and
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together with the rf coil makes up the microwave cavity. The magic angle,

3, is 54.70.

Figure 5. Pulse sequence for DNP-enhanced CPMAS 13C NMR. Microwave
pumping occurs during t1 , cross-polarization during t 2 , and 13C acquisition
with H-C dipolar decoupling and magic-angle spinning occurs during t3 .
One block of the add-subtract, equal-heat, alternate-block sequence has
the microwave irradiation after data acquisition has been completed.
Relaxation effects during the two halves are equalized by inserting a tj
delay at the end of the first half. Ordinary (-7.

.. ,S '-C NMR signals cancel

exactly, so any difference sign., obtained is from carbons coupled to
electrons via the protons.

Figure 6. Structure of 1,3-bisdiphenylene-2-phenylallyl

(BDPA) free-

radical complex with benzene.

Figure 7. Inverse of the proton-observed DNP enhancements in PS(*) and
PC(*) as a function of the inverstc of the relative microwave-irradiation
I
w
power. The inverse enhancements are expressed as iio, where I is the
integrated intensity of the solid-echo signal with microwave irradiation
and 10 without microwave irradiation. The enhancements at infinite
microwave power are obtained by extrapolation.

Figure 8. Preparation of a thin film of polycarbonate-polystyrene blend by
double casting. The PC was cast from chloroform solution and the PS with
BDPA from a solution of cyclohexane at 38
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0 C.

The asterisk within

parentheses indicates the presence of homogeneously-dispersed

free

radicals in the PS phase.

Figure 9. 15.1-MHz CPMAS 13C NMR spectra of BDPA-doped polystyrene
with (bottom) and without (top) 1.0-second microwave irradiation at the
difference of the electron and proton Larmor frequencies. The microwave
irradiation produces a positive DNP enhancement. The peak around Sc 40 is
from the aliphatic carbons, the peak around Sc 125 is from all protonated,
aromatic carbons, and the peak around

8

c

145 is from the non-protonated

aromatic carbon.

Figure 10. 15.1-MHz CPMAS 13C NMR spectra of
%) polystyrene, PS(12C), (top) and

13 C-enriched

12C-enriched

(99.97 atom

(99 atom %)polycarbonate,

PC(13C), (bottom). A total of 15,000 and 2760 scans were averaged to
generate the PS and PC CPMAS spectra, respectively. Matched spin-lock
transfers were made in 1.0 ms at 40 kHz; 80-kHz dipolar-decoupling fields
were used. Spinning sidebands are designated "ssb".

Figure 11. 15.1-MHz CPMAS 13C NMR spectra of PC(13C) with (bottom) and
without (middle) 1.0-second microwave irradiation. A total of 2475 scans
were averaged to obtain each spectrum. The null spectrum shown at the
top is the differerce (bottom minus middle).

Figure 12. 15.1-MHz CPMAS 13C NMR spectra of PC(13C)/PS( 1 2C/*) with
(bottom) and without (middle)

1.0-second microwave irradiation. The

difference spectrum (top) has a polycarbonate contribution (5 C 120)
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arising

from PC chains at the interface. Each spectrum was generated by 72,000
scans with a 1.0-second recycle period.

Figure 13. 15.1-MHz CPMAS 13C NMR spectra of a thin film of PC(13C)/*. A
thin-film PC(13C) on a microscope glass slide was dipped in a cyclohexane
solution of BDPA at 38 'C (with no polystyrene present in the cyclohexane
solution) and then dried. The BDPA crystallized on the surface of the
polycarbonate film. The linewidth increase is due to bulk-susceptibility
broadening. The spectra were obtained by a CPMAS 13C NMR with (bottom)
and without (middle) 1.0-second microwave irradiation. About 5000 scans
were averaged to obtain each spectrum. The difference spectrum is shown
at the top of the figure, a null indicating that the BDPA has not penetrated
the chains of polycarbonate.

Figure 14. 15.1-MHz CPMAS 13C NMR DNP difference spectra of the thinfilm PC(13C)/pS(12C/*) blend. Increasing microwave power increases the
difference signal intensity but broadens the lines (top spectrum) because
of contributions from carbons that are close to the free-radical centers. In
both cases 1.0-second microwave irradiatiuii was used. The spectrum at
the top of the figure is an expanded version of the spectrum shown in
Figure 12 (top).
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